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Compound Sentences 

Worksheet 6 

Choose the coordinating conjunction that best completes each compound 

sentence. 

1. Will you go to sleep early at the sleepover (and/or/but) stay up late watching 

television? 

2. Timothy was angry (and/yet/so) he did not yell at anyone. 

3. The bed was already made (for/so/nor) he took a nap on the couch. 

4. Helen chose to put off her homework (nor/so/and) she regretted it the next 

day. 

5. The goldfish was not something you could pet (so/and/nor) did it like to be 

cuddled. 

6. The music was extremely loud (so/but/for) it sounded wonderful. 

7. The lion loved his trainer (but/so/yet) he performed every trick he was 

asked. 

8. Old MacDonald had a farm (so/for/but) all his animals had gone missing. 

9. The movie was scary (but/for/so) I did not close my eyes once. 

10. His eyes glistened with tears (and/for/so) he was very upset. 

11. The batteries in the flashlight had gone bad (but/so/for) it would not turn 

on at all. 

12. The butterfly fluttered around each flower (so/yet/and) it could find the 

perfect one for a meal. 

13. The little lamb bleated happily (for/so/yet) it was happy to be so well cared 

for by the farmer. 

14. The picture on the wall did not fit the frame (so/yet/nor) did it hang well on 

the wall. 

15. The children laughed (so/but/nor) the clown continued being silly. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. Will you go to sleep early at the sleepover (and/or/but) stay up late watching 

television? 

2. Timothy was angry (and/yet/so) he did not yell at anyone. 

3. The bed was already made (for/so/nor) he took a nap on the couch. 

4. Helen chose to put off her homework (nor/so/and) she regretted it the next 

day. 

5. The goldfish was not something you could pet (so/and/nor) did it like to be 

cuddled. 

6. The music was extremely loud (so/but/for) it sounded wonderful. 

7. The lion loved his trainer (but/so/yet) he performed every trick he was 

asked. 

8. Old MacDonald had a farm (so/for/but) all his animals had gone missing. 

9. The movie was scary (but/for/so) I did not close my eyes once. 

10. His eyes glistened with tears (and/for/so) he was very upset. 

11. The batteries in the flashlight had gone bad (but/so/for) it would not turn 

on at all. 

12. The butterfly fluttered around each flower (so/yet/and) it could find the 

perfect one for a meal. 

13. The little lamb bleated happily (for/so/yet) it was happy to be so well cared 

for by the farmer. 

14. The picture on the wall did not fit the frame (so/yet/nor) did it hang well on 

the wall. 

15. The children laughed (so/but/nor) the clown continued being silly. 
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